Abstract. Checkpoint is defined as a designated place in a program at which normal processing is interrupted specifically to preserve the status information necessary to allow resumption of processing at a later time. Checkpointing is the process of saving the status information. This paper surveys the algorithms which have been reported in the literature for checkpointing paralleladistributed systems. It has been observed that most of the algorithms published for checkpointing in message passing systems are based on the seminal article by Chandy and Lamport. A large number of articles have been published in this area by relaxing the assumptions made in this paper and by extending it to minimise the overheads of coordination and context saving. Checkpointing for shared memory systems primarily extend cache coherence protocols to maintain a consistent memory. All of them assume that the main memory is safe for storing the context. Recently algorithms have been published for distributed shared memory systems, which extend the cache coherence protocols used in shared memory systems. They however also include methods for storing the status of distributed memory in stable storage. Most of the algorithms assume that there is no knowledge about the programs being executed. It is however felt that in development of parallel programs the user has to do a fair amount of work in distributing tasks and this information can be effectively used to simplify checkpointing and rollback recovery.
Introduction
Parallel computing with clusters of workstations (cluster computing) is being used extensively as they are cost-effective and scalable, and are able to meet the demands of high performance computing. Increase in the number of components in such systems increases the failure probability. It is, thus, necessary to examine both hardware and software solutions to ensure fault tolerance of such parallel computers. (We refer to a cluster of workstations as a parallel computer.) To provide fault tolerance it is essential to understand the nature of the faults that occur in these systems. There are mainly two kinds of faults: permanent and transient. Permanent faults are caused by permanent damage to one or more components and transient faults are caused by changes in environmental conditions. Permanent faults can be rectified by repair or replacement of components. Transient faults remain for a short duration of time and are difficult to detect and deal with. Hence it is necessary to provide fault tolerance particularly for transient failures in parallel computers.
Fault-tolerant techniques enable a system to perform tasks in the presence of faults. Fault tolerance involves fault detection, fault location, fault containment and fault recovery. Fault tolerance can be provided in a parallel computer at three different levels (Zomaya 1996 ): hardware level, architecture level and applicationasystem software level. In the hardware and architecture levels, importance is given to fault detection and replication of tasks. In the applicationasystem software level, checkpointing techniques are used to provide fault tolerance. It is easier and more cost effective to provide software fault tolerance solutions than hardware solutions to cope with transient failures. Thus, checkpointing is an important technique to ensure software fault tolerance.
Checkpoint is defined as a designated place in a program at which normal processing is interrupted specifically to preserve the status information necessary to allow resumption of processing at a later time (Zomaya 1996) . Checkpointing is the process of saving the status information. By periodically invoking the checkpointing process, one can save the status of a program at regular intervals. If there is a failure one may restart computation from the last checkpoint thereby avoiding repeating computation from the beginning. The process of resuming computation by rolling back to a saved state is called rollback recovery.
1X1 Application of checkpointing
Besides its use to recover from failures, checkpointing is also used in debugging distributed programs and migrating processes in a multiprocessor system. In debugging distributed programs state changes of a process during execution are monitored at various time instances. Checkpoints assist in such monitoring. To balance the load of processors in a distributed system, processes are moved from heavily loaded processors to lightly loaded ones. Checkpointing a process periodically provides the information necessary to move it from one processor to another. The main objective of this paper is to survey checkpointing algorithms used in error recovery.
1X2 Checkpointing in uniprocessor systems
Events in a uniprocessor are governed by a single clock, providing a total ordering of events with respect to this clock. Thus checkpointing may be performed at a specified clock time by stopping the execution of the process and saving the state of the process in a stable storage (e.g. a disk, Siewiorek & Swarz 1982) . When an error is detected all the events after the last checkpoint are repeated.
1X3 Checkpointing in distributed systems
Systems with more than one processor are known as multiprocessor systems. We use distributed systems, parallel systems and multiprocessor systems interchangeably referring to all of them as multiprocessor systems. As the number of processors increase the probability of any one processor failing is high. It has been found in practice that over 80% of the failures in such systems are transient and intermittent (Ralston & Reily 1993) . Checkpointing and rollback recovery are particularly useful in such situations. Checkpointing, however, is more difficult in multiprocessors as compared to uniprocessors. This is due to the fact that in multiprocessors there are multiple streams of execution and there is no global clock. The absence of a global clock makes it difficult to initiate checkpoints in all the streams of execution at the same time instance. We have to pick one checkpoint from each stream in such a way that the set of these checkpoints are``concurrent''. Such a set of checkpoints permits a consistent rollback recovery. The concept of concurrency is defined based on the``happens before'' relation defined by Lamport (Chandy & Ramamoorthy 1972 ). We will now review the methods used to select a set of checkpoints, one per process, which forms a consistent global checkpoint allowing rollback recovery from such a global state.
1X4 Ordering of events in distributed systems
When processors interact with each other by exchanging messages, dependency is introduced among the events of different processors, making it difficult to have a total ordering of events. Lamport pointed out this and he proposed a relation called`happens before' to have a partial ordering of events in a distributed system. This is an irreflexive, antisymmetric, transitive relation. DEFINITION 1 (Lamport's`happens before' relation) (i) If a and b are two events occurring in the same process and if a occurs before b, then a 3 b. (ii) If a is the event of sending a message and b is the event of receiving the same message in another process then, a 3 b.
DEFINITION 2 (Concurrent events)
Two events a and b are said to be concurrent iff a T 3 b and b T 3 a. We denote concurrency by c .
DEFINITION 3 (Local checkpoint)
Local checkpoint is an event that records the state of a process at a processor at a given instance.
DEFINITION 4 (Global checkpoint)
Global checkpoint is a collection of local checkpoints, one from each processor.
DEFINITION 5 (Consistent global checkpoint)
A global state is said to be consistent, if all the included events form a concurrent set. A consistent global checkpoint G c is a collection of local checkpoints, one from every processor such that each local checkpoint is concurrent to every other local checkpoint.
DEFINITION 6 (Rollback recovery)
It is a process of resumingarecovering a computation from a consistent global checkpoint.
The kth global checkpoint G c kY n p in a system with n p processors is defined as follows: G c kY n p fL c iY ljL c iY l c L c jY mY i T j and 1 iY j n p Y 1 lY m kg, where L c iY l denotes the lth checkpoint of the ith process. Note that the kth consistent global checkpoint does not necessarily include the kth local checkpoints. In a parallel distributed system, an inconsistent global checkpoint changes the order of events leading to improper results. Figure 1 shows a process time (PT) diagram, which depicts the events occurring in various processors of a distributed system. Message transactions and checkpoints are denoted as events. A recovery line (cut) in a (PT) diagram is a line connecting all the local checkpoints of a consistent global checkpoint. In figure 1, fe 13 Y e 21 g, fe 15 Y e 25 g comprising a set are the checkpoints at different locations. Each set defines a cut as illustrated in the figure. In cut CS1, the checkpointing event e21 happens before the checkpointing event e13, (changing the ordering of events) making it an inconsistent cut. In CS2, checkpointing events e25 and e15 are concurrent, making the cut a consistent one.
Messages m2 and m3 are sent before the recovery line and received after the recovery line. Unless they are logged as part of the global checkpoint, they will not be available at recovery time. These messages are called missing messages (Lamport 1978) . Message m1 is sent after the recovery line and received before the recovery line CS1. After recovery, m1 will be sent by P2 but P1 no longer needs this message. These kinds of messages are called orphan messages (Lamport 1978) and are not present in a consistent state. Orphan messages are responsible for creating inconsistent checkpoints. Netzer & Xu (1995) have given the necessary and sufficient condition for a set of checkpoints to be consistent, based on extensions of Lamport's relation (Tong et al 1992) .
1X5 Aspects of checkpointing
Some of the aspects to be considered with checkpointing are (a) frequency of checkpointing, (b) contents of a checkpoint, and (c) methods of checkpointing. 1X5a Frequency of checkpointing: A checkpointing algorithm executes in parallel with the underlying computation. Therefore, the overheads introduced due to checkpointing should be minimised. Checkpointing should enable a user to recover quickly and not lose substantial computation in case of an error, which necessitates frequent checkpointing and consequently significant overhead. The number of checkpoints initiated should be such that the cost of information loss due to failure is small and the overhead due to checkpointing is not significant. These depend on the failure probability and the importance of the computation. For example, in a transaction processing system where every transaction is important and information loss is not permitted, a checkpoint may be taken after every transaction, increasing the checkpointing overhead significantly.
1X5b Contents of a checkpoint: The state of a process has to be saved in stable storage so that the process can be restarted in case of an error. The stateacontext includes code, data and stack segments along with the environment and the register contents. Environment has the information about the various files currently in use and the file pointers. In case of message-passing systems, environment variables include those messages which are sent and not yet received.
1X5c Methods of checkpointing: The methodology used for checkpointing depends on the architecture of the system. Methods used in multiprocessor systems should incorporate explicit coordination unlike uniprocessor systems. In a message-passing system, the messages should be monitored and if necessary saved as part of the global context. The reason is that the messages introduce dependencies among the processors. On the other hand, a shared memory system communicates through shared variables which introduce dependency among the nodes and thus, at the time of checkpointing, the memory has to be in a consistent state to obtain a set of concurrent checkpoints.
1X6 Overheads of a checkpointing algorithm
During a failure-free run, every global checkpoint incurs coordination overhead and context saving overhead in a multiprocessor system. We define them as follows.
DEFINITION 7 (Coordination overhead)
In a paralleladistributed system, coordination among processes is needed to obtain a consistent global state. Special messages and piggy-backed information with regular messages are used to obtain coordination among processes. Coordination overhead is due to these special messages and piggy-backed information. The book-keeping operations necessary to maintain coordination also contribute to coordination overhead.
DEFINITION 8 (Context-saving overhead)
The time taken to save the global context 1 of a computation is defined as the context-saving overhead. This overhead is proportional to the size of the context. If stable storage is not available with every node in a multiprocessor system, the context is transferred over the network. Network transmission delay is also included in the overhead.
1X7 Organisation of the paper
Section 2 describes the checkpointing algorithms of message-passing multiprocessors and x 3 those for shared memory systems. Section 4 discusses distributed shared-memory checkpointing algorithms. Section 5 describes our classification scheme. Section 6 is on future directions of research in checkpointing algorithms. Section 7 concludes the paper.
2. Checkpointing algorithms for message-passing systems Chandy & Lamport (1985) proposed a global snapshot algorithm for distributed systems. We observe that every checkpointing algorithm proposed for message-passing (MP) systems uses Chandy & Lamport's (1985) algorithm as the base. We show that most of the algorithms proposed in the literature for checkpointing MP systems may be derived by relaxing various assumptions made by them and by modifying the way each step is carried out. As per Chandy and Lamport's model, a distributed system consists of a finite set of processors and a finite set of channels (for a detailed description of the model, refer Chandy & Lamport 1985) . This section describes their algorithm, modifications possible at each step of the algorithm, followed by the features and their alternatives.
2X1 Chandy and Lamport's algorithm
Chandy and Lamport's CL algorithm is based on the following assumptions.
The distributed system has a finite number of processors and a finite number of channels. The processors communicate with each other by exchanging messages through communication channels. The channels are fault-free. Communication delay is arbitrary but finite. The global state of the system includes the local states of the processors and the state of the communication channels. State of a channel refers to the set of messages sent along that channel and not yet received by the destination node from that channel. Buffers are of infinite capacity. Termination of the algorithm is ensured by fault-free communication.
2X1a Algorithm: The global state is constructed by coordinating all the processors and logging the channel states at the time of checkpointing. Special messages called markers are used for coordination and for identifying the messages originating at different checkpoint intervals. The algorithm is initiated by a centralised node. The steps followed after a checkpoint initiation, however, are the same in all the nodes except that a centralised node initiates checkpoint on its own and the other nodes initiate checkpoints as soon as they receive a marker. The steps are as below.
(1) Save the local context in stable storage; (2) for i 1 to all outgoing channels do Send markers along channel i; (3) continue regular computation; (4) for i 1 to all incoming channels do Save incoming messages in channel i until a marker is received along that channel.
The details of each step and the possible alternatives are discussed in the following subsection.
2X2 Modifications of Chandy and Lamport's algorithm
Each step of the CL algorithm can be modified to accommodate some improvements in the basic global snapshot algorithm. In step one, a node saves its context in stable storage. The overhead associated with step one is context-saving overhead. The objective of saving the context in stable storage is to ensure its availability after a node failure. The overhead of context saving is proportional to the size of the context and the time taken to access the stable storage. Context-saving overhead can thus be reduced by (a) minimising the context size, and (b) overlapping context saving with computation. Various techniques that minimise context-saving overhead are discussed in detail in x 6.
In step two, markers are sent along all the outgoing channels. The purpose of a marker is
(1) to inform the receiving node that a new checkpoint has to be taken; (2) to separate the messages of the previous and the current checkpoint interval.
At the time of checkpointing the centralised node informs all the nodes to initiate checkpoints through this marker message. CL algorithm sends markers along every channel to inform the nodes to log all transit messages onto stable storage. It is not necessary to send markers along all the channels as they may be safely eliminated along those channels in which there was no message exchange between the previous and the current checkpoint (Koo & Toueg 1987; Venkatesan 1989; Li et al 1991) . This is achieved at the cost of monitoring all the messages exchanged along various channels from each node. Coordination through markers can also be achieved in two phases by delaying the message transmission between the two phases (Kim & Park 1993) . Checkpointing can be coordinated without using markers by sending with regular messages a header which has the checkpoint interval number in which the message originated. The simplest would be a one-bit header, which toggles between one and zero indicating the consecutive checkpoint intervals (Lai & Yang 1987) . Note that the marker overhead has now become header overhead; overhead due to appending headers with regular messages. When a message is received with a header value different from that of the receiving node, either a new checkpoint is initiated or the message is logged depending on whether the message is an orphan message or a missing message. This one-bit header complicates checkpoint initiation when out-of-sequence messages are encountered. Message sequence numbers along with checkpoint interval number in the message header can help in controlling the number of checkpoints along with logging of missing messages and elimination of orphan messages (Venkatesh et al 1987) . The cost of this approach is the size of the header for maintaining the message sequence numbers and checkpoint interval number. Algorithms that use only headers for coordination, require the nodes to have the ability to initiate checkpoints on their own. When nodes initiate checkpoints on their own, it is called distributed checkpointing. If checkpoint initiation completely depends on the header of regular messages, those nodes which have not communicated with other nodes between consecutive checkpoints cannot participate in a global checkpoint. One can also use markers just to inform about checkpoints; markers take care of coordination and headers take care of message logging (Leu & Bhargava 1988; Li et al 1991) .
In all the schemes mentioned above, coordination is achieved at runtime and a consistent global state is always maintained in stable storage. At recovery time, the global state is restored from stable storage and execution continues from the restored state. The next major alternative called independent checkpointing eliminates coordination overhead at runtime and forms a consistent global state only when it is needed, i.e only at recovery time. Instead of coordinating the nodes during every global checkpoint, nodes can be coordinated once at recovery time to form a consistent global state. When there is no coordination, nodes should be able to initiate checkpoints independently on their own. To form a consistent global state at recovery time, nodes have to maintain multiple checkpoints and messages in stable storage. The advantages of this independent checkpointing are that i coordination and thereby the use of markers is eliminated; ii nodes can initiate checkpoints at their convenience without being forced to initiate by the receipt of marker messages. The disadvantage is the maintenance of multiple checkpoints and message logs. Multiple checkpoints occupy more space and garbage collection algorithms can be run periodically to reclaim the space occupied by unwanted checkpoints (Wang et al 1995) . Consistent global state is constructed periodically and all the checkpoints which do not belong to the recovery line are declared unwanted checkpoints. Though special messages are used for identifying the recovery line, the frequency of usage is lower when compared with a coordinated algorithm based on markers. The other significant overhead in independent checkpointing is due to logging of messages (logging overhead) since it has to log all the messages received. Pessimistic logging approach has the advantage of faster recovery since it logs a message as and when it is received (Borg et al 1989) . By grouping the messages over a period and logging them once in a while optimistic logging approaches reduce the stable storage access overhead (Strom & Yomini 1985; Juang & Venkatesan 1991) . If sufficient messages are not logged, multiple rollbacks (domino effect, Randell 1975) are possible in optimistic logging schemes. One can also send sufficient information with regular messages so that messages can be logged selectively (Wang & Fuchs 1992) thereby reducing the message logging overhead. Optimistic schemes need a complicated recovery procedure. The advantages of pessimistic and optimistic schemes can be combined to achieve minimum logging overhead with faster recovery Alvisi et al 1993) . Further modification of independent checkpointing algorithm is possible depending on where a message is logged; at places other than the receiver (Johnson & Zwaenepoel 1987) . The advantage is that the messages need not be logged onto stable storage (Young & Chiu 1994 ).
Yet another mode of coordination is to synchronise the clocks and initiate the checkpoints approximately at the same time in all the nodes (Cristian & Jahanian 1991) . To account for the differences in the clock values, message sending can either be delayed during checkpointing or headers can be used with messages (Tong et al 1992) .
Step three of the CL algorithm allows regular processing to proceed without waiting for the channel state recording and consequently the checkpoint operation to be completed. This is a good way of reducing the intrusion of a checkpointing algorithm but a better approach would be to overlap the context-saving process with regular computation.
Step four of CL algorithm logs those messages which cannot be generated at recovery time. The purpose served by markers in identifying these messages can also be fulfilled by headers and this was mentioned while discussing step two.
2X3 Modifications in the features of CL algorithm
There are certain other aspects of CL algorithm which can be improved. 2X3a FIFO vs. non-FIFO channels: CL algorithm works with FIFO channels only. If a message m1 followed by m2 is sent from p i to p j , m1 reaches before m2 when the channels are FIFO. Advantage of a FIFO channel is that without explicitly sending any message sequence numbers with messages, it is possible to arrange the messages in a sequence. Non-FIFO channels necessitate headers with regular messages to ensure correct ordering of messages (Silva & Silva 1992) . Headers should contain sequence numbers of regular messages. The possibility of a non-FIFO channel is justified in a distributed environment, since it is possible for messages to be routed through different channels and reach the destination out of order.
2X3b Centralised vs. distributed checkpoint initiation: In a centralised algorithm like CL, there is one node which always initiates the checkpoints and coordinates the participating nodes. The disadvantage of a centralised algorithm is that all other nodes have to initiate checkpoints whenever the centralised node decides to checkpoint. Nodes can be given autonomy in initiating checkpoints by allowing any node in the system to initiate checkpoints. Such a distributed checkpointing algorithm can either support complete checkpointing (Lai & Yang 1987) or selective checkpointing (Koo & Toueg 1987) .
2X3c Complete vs. selective checkpointingarollback: In complete checkpointing, nodes have to participate in every global checkpoint and a consistent global state is readily available in the stable storage (Lai & Yang 1987) . In selective checkpointing, a group of nodes which are dependent on each other participate in a checkpointing process (Leu & Bhargava 1988; Kim & Park 1993) . The procedure for coordinating nodes in selective checkpointing is difficult because it has to keep track of dependencies and resolve the conflicts when multiple checkpoint requests come to a node. CL algorithm supports complete rollback because consistent global state is always maintained in stable storage. Complete rollback forces all the nodes in the system to rollback and restart. It is not, however, necessary for all the nodes to rollback and repeat the computation. Only those nodes which are dependent on each other need to rollback and the rest can continue with their computation. If the nodes communicate sparsely with each other selective rollback is better. When there is frequent communication among nodes, complete rollback is better because of message dependencies among nodes. Selective rollback needs one to maintain dependency information and to construct the recovery set after a failure Tong et al 1992) . This is the cost associated with selective rollback.
2X3d Periodic vs. nonperiodic checkpointing: Periodic checkpointing algorithms ensure that the maximum information loss cannot exceed the period between consecutive global checkpoints. Aperiodic algorithms do not force the nodes to initiate checkpoints at predetermined times. Aperiodic algorithms are helpful in situations where nodes should not be interrupted for checkpointing at certain time instances. Aperiodic algorithms are also helpful if advancing or delaying the checkpointing process minimises the context-saving overhead. The cost incurred in aperiodic algorithms is once again in terms of constructing global consistent state. Non-periodic algorithms will require nodes to initiate checkpoints independently and so all the problems of independent checkpointing algorithms will be part of this option.
2X3e Static vs. dynamic checkpointing: Chandy and Lamport's work does not assume any knowledge about programs being executed. At runtime, periodically the checkpointing algorithm is initiated and the checkpoints are taken. It is a dynamic checkpointing algorithm. An alternative is to identify the checkpointing locations statically before executing the programs. Static approach is widely used in uniprocessor checkpointing (Chandy & Ramamoorthy 1972) . One can employ a static approach only when knowledge about the program is available. Further discussion about static approaches is given in x 6.
2X4 Summary of checkpointing algorithms for MP systems
We have examined Chandy & Lamport's (1985) work along with various checkpointing algorithms in the literature and how they all relate to Chandy's work. We have summarised them based on the parameters that have been taken for comparison and their features. The comparison is listed in tables 1 and 2.
Checkpointing algorithms for shared-memory systems
Shared-memory (SM) systems have a global address space and nodes communicate using shared variables. To reduce the memory latency, shared-memory systems use cache memory which in turn requires coherence of caches. Cache coherence protocols (Archibald & Baer 1986 ) help in maintaining a consistent memory. Checkpointing algorithms are incorporated as part of the cache protocols because at the time of checkpointing all cache lines must be updated and at the time of recovery no cache line should be updated more than once. The shared variables of a SM system are equivalent to the messages of a message passing system as they introduce dependency among the processes in the same way the messages introduce dependency among the processes in a message passing system.
3X1 Cache-based checkpointing algorithms
The basic checkpointing algorithm for a SM system is given below.
(1) At the time of checkpointing, make the main memory consistent using the cache coherence protocols. (2) Save the process contexts in the memory. (3) Save the global state in secondary storage.
A checkpoint can be taken whenever the memory is consistent and the state of all processes are available. Existing checkpointing algorithms for shared-memory systems initiate checkpoints based on the cache line modifications (cache-based algorithms). In the simplest case, a node initiates a global checkpoint whenever the number of dirty cache lines exceed a threshold (Ahmed et al 1990) . This requires all the nodes to participate in the global checkpoint. Limiting the participation to only those nodes which are dependent on each other improves the algorithm. Another alternative is to initiate a global checkpoint whenever the effect of a modified cache is made visible to other nodes. The above three approaches were proposed by Ahmed et al (1990) .
The cache-based recovery algorithm assumes the presence of a special memory called recovery stack, to reduce the time taken for context saving. when a cache line is updated, it is written onto recovery stack instead of the main memory. The main memory is updated either when the recovery stack is full or when a new checkpoint is initiated. The size of the recovery stack and the pattern of interaction among the processes determine the frequency of checkpointing.
Analytical studies showed that the use of special memory improved the performance only when the cache lines were frequently modified. The reason is that the special memory acts as another layer in the memory hierarchy and efficiently overlaps the updation process. It is also shown that the effect of modifying the cache protocols for checkpointing does not significantly degrade the performance of the cache. Janssens & Fuchs (1994) studied the impact of various checkpointing and recovery algorithms on the performance of cache memory. Simulation shows that the effect of these algorithms are insignificant on the performance of cache memory and the use of special memory is helpful in reducing the cache write back traffic.
One important point to observe in the cache-based algorithms is that the context is not saved in stable storage. The algorithms are meant only for soft error recovery (Ahmed et al 1990) . The context is either maintained in a special memory or in the main memory. It is assumed that the memory is safe and the state of the processors can be restored from memory. The advantages of soft recovery approach are: (a) time taken for checkpointing is considerably less than the checkpointing which moves the state to stable store, (b) large number of checkpoints can be initiated and the time interval between consecutive checkpoints can be small. The disadvantage is that memory failure will require the system to restart from the beginning, making the efforts expended on checkpointing useless. In this kind of soft error recovery algorithm, the checkpointing overhead is mainly due to the large number of checkpoints. Moreover, when there is no control over the number of checkpoints, it is not advisable to take a checkpointing approach that saves context in stable storage. There should be assurance that the time between consecutive checkpoints is large enough for saving the context in stable storage. From the above observation it is clear that the frequency of checkpointing cannot be predicted in any cache-based algorithm and is influenced significantly by the pattern of interaction among the nodes.
Checkpointing algorithms for distributed shared-memory systems
Distributed shared memory (DSM) systems have global address space like shared-memory systems but the memory is distributed across all the nodes. It is a software layer that provides the appearance of a shared-memory system to the user and internally communicates through messages. Caches are present to minimise latency in data access and the programming paradigm is shared-memory paradigm. Since DSM systems are similar to SM systems, the checkpointing algorithms for DSM systems should concentrate on making the memory consistent at the time of checkpointing. DSM systems cannot, however, use checkpointing algorithms identical to SM systems because a node failure makes a portion of the global memory not available, unlike an SM system where memory is separate and is assumed to be safe. To tolerate node failures, checkpoints should be maintained in stable storage like MP systems.
Considering the facts mentioned above, a basic DSM checkpointing algorithm is given below.
(1) At the time of checkpointing, make the distributed main memory consistent through the memory management protocols. (2) Save the process contexts in the memory. (3) Save the global state in secondary storage.
Step three of the algorithm cannot be omitted in DSM systems unlike as in SM systems. Techniques have been proposed to bring down the time taken for context saving. proposed an algorithm for recovery in DSM systems in which checkpoints are initiated when a modified page of the memory is communicated to other nodes. Because it takes a long time to write pages onto secondary storage, a technique called`Twin Paging' (Reuter 1980 ) is used to overlap the context-saving time with regular computation. Twinpaging technique allots two pages for every address and checkpointing algorithm flips between the pages and efficiently overlaps the context-saving overhead by overlapping the checkpointing activity with computation. The disadvantage of this algorithm is that if the nodes frequently update pages, many checkpoints will be initiated. It is even possible for the checkpoint frequency to become so high that the context saving may not be over before the initiation of the next checkpoint. Tam & Hsu (1990) proposed an algorithm for the retrieval of page table information in a DSM system. Brown & Wu (1994) proposed an algorithm to retrieve the lost pages of a faulty node with the help of a snooping protocol. The above two techniques have to be combined with other techniques that save the context of the processes to make them suitable for resuming the computation of a failed process.
By examining the few algorithms available in the literature for DSM systems, it is clear that the approaches are extensions of cache-based algorithms because the dependency among the nodes is created through sharing of memory. We can call them memory-based algorithms because they are incorporated as part of memory coherence protocols. Note that these algorithms resort to techniques for overlapping the context-saving process with computation because the time taken to write the context in stable storage is significant.
Classification of checkpointing algorithms
Having seen the various algorithms available in the literature, we propose a classification scheme. We also give a list of desirable features of a checkpointing algorithm.
5X1 Classification tree
The classification tree is given in figure 2 . The first level of classification is based on the availability of a global clock. Absence of a global clock has led to a variety of checkpointing algorithms in multiprocessor systems. In both uniprocessor and multiprocessor systems two major approaches known as static and dynamic approaches are used to identify checkpointing locations. In uniprocessors, static approaches identify the checkpointing locations prior to program execution using either a task graph of the program (Chandy & Ramamoorthy 1972) or by the compiler analysing the program (Li & Fuchs 1990 ) the dynamic approach identifies the checkpointing locations at runtime.
In multiprocessor systems, the static approach has not been widely used except for a recent algorithm based on task graphs (Kalaiselvi & Rajaraman 2000) . Almost all the algorithms we have seen for distributed systems are dynamic. Dynamic algorithms for multiprocessors are classified based on the architecture of the system as it determines the way dependencies are introduced among the communicating processes which in turn influence the way checkpointing has to be carried out. Shared memory systems use cachebased algorithms and they are meant only for soft error recovery. Distributed shared memory systems use memory-based schemes that can withstand node failures.
In message-passing systems, the major difference in algorithms is based on whether coordination is done at runtime or at recovery time. Coordinated approaches coordinate the nodes and form a consistent state at runtime, whereas independent algorithms form a consistent state only at recovery time. The recent approach is to coordinate the checkpoints partially and is called quasi-synchronous approach (Manivannan & Singhal 1996) . In coordinated algorithms, coordination is achieved through markers, headers or both. The main distinction between approaches used in independent schemes is the method used to log messages. They follow pessimistic, optimistic or a combination of pessimistic and optimistic logging methods. Optimistic methods can further be classified based on where the messages are logged: sender-based logging or receiver-based logging.
5X2 Desirable features of a checkpointing algorithm
(1) The time taken by the checkpointing algorithm should be minimum during a failurefree run. In other words, increase in total execution time due to checkpointing should not be signi®cant. (2) Recovery should be fast in the event of a failure. Availability of a consistent global state in stable storage expedites recovery. (3) Domino effect or rollback propagation should be eliminated completely. Cascading rollbacks of processes due to dependencies among them is termed the domino effect. (4) Selective rollback should be possible. (5) Dependency on the cacheamemory coherence protocols in shared-memory systems should be minimum. (6) Resource requirements (memory and processor) for checkpointing should be minimum. (7) Modi®cations introduced on the network transmission protocols in case of messagepassing systems and cacheamemory coherence protocols in case of shared-memory systems should be minimum.
Future direction of research in checkpointing
In the first subsection (x 6.1) we summarise shared and distributed shared-memory checkpointing algorithms and their current status. Section 6.2 summarises message-passing algorithms and their current status, while x 6.3 considers the potential for improvement if one concentrates on minimising context-saving overhead. Section 6.4 points out the advantage of adopting static approaches in multiprocessor systems which minimise the runtime overhead of a checkpointing algorithm.
6X1 Shared and distributed shared-memory systems
From the discussion about shared-memory checkpointing algorithms, it is clear that cache coherence protocols already maintain consistent memory and that checkpointing algorithms are part of them. Only the number of checkpoints needs to be controlled and this depends on the node interactions, which in turn depend on the program behaviour. Distributed sharedmemory (DSM) systems are considered to be better than the conventional bus-based sharedmemory systems as they are scalable. DSM systems should allow sufficient time between checkpoints to complete the context-saving process. We saw that DSM systems should save the context in stable storage, if they have to withstand node failures. Periodic checkpointing algorithms would be suitable for DSM systems since they have control over the number of checkpoints unlike algorithms which depend on the interactions among nodes. One such attempt was made recently for DSM systems based on Scalable Coherent Interface (SCI) (IEEE 1992) standards. The algorithm is initiated periodically to maintain consistency in memory and to maintain the consistent state in stable storage. One may proceed to develop improved checkpointing algorithms for DSM systems by considering the following: (a) Control over number of checkpoints, and (b) scalability of the checkpointing algorithm along with system scalability.
6X2 Message passing systems
In message passing systems, earlier performance studies by Bhargava et al (1990) showed that coordinated checkpointing algorithms are costlier because they incur extra communication. Later simulation studies by , however, revealed that coordinated algorithms are better than independent algorithms. The cost of coordination is much lower when compared with the cost of maintaining multiple checkpoints and logging messages.
One can follow an approach that is a combination of coordinated and independent checkpointing algorithms to reap the benefits of both the approaches. Recently, Elnozahy & Zwaenepoel (1994) proposed one such algorithm. In between two coordinated checkpoints, messages are logged like the independent approach so that the rollback recovery is restricted to just the faulty processor. Periodically checkpoints are initiated to maintain a consistent global state in stable storage at all times. Manivannan & Singhal (1996) have suggested a quasi-synchronous approach recently. Like the coordinated approach a consistent recovery line is always maintained in stable storage by selectively logging messages and initiating checkpoints when necessary. Instead of the usual garbage collection techniques followed in independent approaches, this algorithm always maintains the latest checkpoint and makes sure that the rollback will not go beyond the latest checkpoint of a node.
We have seen all possible modifications that can be made in checkpointing algorithms of MP systems. The algorithms concentrate on different ways to handle coordination. From the recent algorithms, it is clear that further improvement is possible by combining the existing approaches. We feel that future algorithms should concentrate possibly on static approaches for further improvement. Detailed discussion about static approaches is given subsequently.
6X3 Minimising context-saving overhead
The interesting observation in all the algorithms discussed so far is that they all attempt to minimise the coordination and message-logging overheads. A better performance can be achieved by concentrating on minimising the context-saving overhead which constitutes a significant portion of the checkpointing overhead.
Context-saving overheads can be reduced by (a) reducing the context size and (b) overlapping context-saving with computation. One way to reduce the context size is to go for incremental checkpointing Elzonahy et al (1992) . Instead of moving all the pages to stable storage, it is sufficient to move only those pages which were modified in the current checkpoint interval. Unmodified pages can be obtained from the previous checkpoint. Results show that incremental checkpointing is certainly better than moving all the pages of the process to secondary storage (Elzonahy et al 1992) . The second method to reduce the context size is to use compression techniques (Plank & Li 1994 ) on the context. Fast compression algorithms should be used for significant improvement in context-saving time.
The above techniques reduce the size of the context but copying the context to stable storage takes significant time. The time spent in context-saving cannot be eliminated but can be overlapped with computation. Overlapping hides the context-saving overhead and reduces the context-saving time. In the pre-copying technique (Theimer et al 1985) , a portion of the main memory is reserved for checkpointing. At the time of checkpointing, the pages to be written to stable storage are moved to this special memory area. The special memory pages are moved to stable storage when computation proceeds. When the number of pages to be written to stable storage is more than the capacity of this special memory, multiple precopying phases are needed. Any attempt made to modify a page when the special memory is full, suspends the process, moves the page to stable storage and resumes the process. This technique is advantageous compared to other techniques when the number of pages to be written is small. An extension of this technique is main-memory checkpointing (Plank 1993) where the size of the special memory is as big as the memory itself. The entire address space is first copied into special memory and the contents are moved to stable storage when computation proceeds. The advantage of this method over the pre-copying technique is that it avoids page faults, but the memory requirements are high. With incremental checkpointing pre-copying is a good technique. In copy-on-write (Fitzgerald & Rashid 1986 ) technique all the modified pages are just write-protected at the time of checkpointing and later moved to stable storage. Computation proceeds in parallel with context saving. Once a page is moved to the special memory area write-protect is removed from that page and it is available for further modification. Any attempt to modify a write-protected page results in a page fault. The page is first copied onto a special memory area and write-protect is removed from the page. From special memory, the page is moved to stable storage. Zwaenepoel's experiment shows that the overlapping techniques mentioned above help in minimising the context-saving overhead. Bowen & Pradhan (1992) suggested a technique called virtual checkpointing, which can be directly included in the virtual memory management protocol. This can be included in shared-memory systems, message-passing systems and in DSM systems and needs extensive support from memory management protocols. Plank & Li (1994) suggested diskless checkpointing technique, which eliminates access to stable storage completely. A dedicated checkpoint processor maintains copies of all the processors' checkpoints by XOR-ing their memory contents. Since the copy is maintained in the memory of the extra processor, frequency of checkpointing can be higher. The checkpoint processor periodically saves its memory in stable storage. The idea of using the parities and saving the contents is similar to the one used by RAID (Chen et al 1994) architectures. In addition to the extra processors this technique demands special memory in each processor.
All these techniques for minimising the context-saving overhead can be followed by the existing checkpointing algorithms, when assistance is provided by the memory management protocols. This certainly improves the algorithms. One can consider how efficiently these techniques can be integrated with existing algorithms and can explore the compatibility of a checkpointing algorithm with a context-minimising technique.
6X4 Static approaches
Multiprocessor algorithms discussed so far in this paper are dynamic which identify the checkpointing locations at run time. As mentioned in x1, they assume that they do not have any knowledge about the interactions among the various modules of a problem being solved. This is the main reason for coordinating the checkpoints in coordinated approach and maintaining multiple checkpoints and messages in case of independent checkpointing approach. In reality, a thorough understanding of the various modules of the program is necessary for developing a parallel program. This information can be used effectively to identify the checkpointing locations statically before running the program. Chandy & Ramamoorthy (1972) proposed one of the earliest static checkpointing algorithms for uniprocessor system. Their objective was to locate the optimal places to checkpoint so that the recovery overhead is minimum. They assume knowledge about the execution and recovery times of various modules of the program. Upadhyaya & Saluja (1986) suggested that by using cache for recovery, the context saving time can be reduced. Mishra et al (1991) suggested an algorithm that identifies optimal locations of recovery points in an inverted binary tree structured task graph. Chen et al (1989) suggested solutions for recovery point selection in uniprocessor and multiprocessor systems. In singleprocessor systems, solutions for optimal placement of recovery points and in multiprocessor systems, analyses for placement strategy are given by them. They have not considered the effect of maintaining a consistent recovery line in multiprocessor systems. Li & Fuchs (1990) suggested a compiler assisted checkpointing technique. Their claim is that it is easier to include checkpoints by analysing the code generated by a compiler than by generating graphs of the program and identifying checkpointing locations. This technique analyses the code and locates the optimal checkpointing places. Based on this idea and a technique called user-directed checkpointing, Plank et al (1995) , and Beck et al (1994) suggested a compiler-assisted checkpointing method that uses many techniques. Incremental checkpointing technique identifies the dirty pages of the memory and moves them to stable storage, and cannot identify the lifetime of the variables. With userassistance the lifetime of variables can be identified and those variables which are no longer in use (dead) can be safely eliminated from the context. There may be some readonly variables which can also be eliminated from the context because they can be restored along with the code. Since identification is done by a user the technique is called userdirected checkpointing. Performance studies show that user-directed checkpointing is better in many cases (Beck et al 1994) .
The advantage of a static approach is that it eliminates coordination overhead at run time. Compiler-assisted and user-assisted static techniques help in minimising the context size too. The overheads incurred by static algorithms are preprocessing overheads and do not increase the runtime overheads. In a paralleladistributed environment, one cannot follow the approaches as such because the interactions among the nodes introduce dependencies among the multiple streams of execution.
A recent approach based on directed acyclic task graph being the computation model is proposed for static checkpointing (Kalaiselvi & Rajaraman 2000) . From the task graph, a consistent global checkpoint is identified statically in Om time where m is the number of edges present in the task graph. Unlike other static techniques, this is meant for multiprocessor environment. The coordination overhead is eliminated and context-saving overhead is minimized by introducing checkpoints at places that incur minimum overhead. One more advantage to note is that since the checkpoints are not initiated at the same time in all nodes, there will not be contention for accessing the stable storage when checkpoints are saved in a single disk.
One can further investigate this algorithm considering the scheduling effects and the programming paradigms. Other static methods can also be investigated because they have the advantage of minimum runtime overhead.
Conclusions
A survey of the literate on checkpointing algorithms show that a large number of papers have been published on checkpointing message-passing distributed computers. A majority of these algorithms are based on the seminal article by Chandy & Lamport (1985) and have been obtained by relaxing many of the assumptions made by them; the main aim of improving the earlier extensions of the Chandy & Lamport (1985) algorithms was to minimise the overhead of coordination between processes in a multiprocessor system. More recent published work attempts to minimise the context-saving overhead.
A smaller number of algorithms have been proposed to checkpoint shared-memory multiprocessors. These algorithms primarily extend cache coherence protocols to maintain a consistent memory. These algorithms assume the main memory to be safe and do not save context in disk.
More recently, algorithms have been proposed for distributed shared-memory systems. In these systems also maintenance of cache coherence of the logical global memory is important for checkpoints. As the physical memory is distributed it is necessary to save main memory contents in the disk. Thus context saving overhead is higher when compared to shared-memory systems.
We also see that most of the algorithms assume no prior knowledge on the structure of programs meant for execution on multiprocessors. In practice, considerable information about such programs is available. We suggest that use of this knowledge by checkpointing algorithms can considerably reduce the coordination and context-saving overheads of such algorithms.
